A World Below
by Wesley King
JF King
Mr. Baker's eighth grade class
thought they were in for a normal
field trip to Carlsbad Caverns in New
Mexico, but when an earthquake hits
the students are plunged into a
frigid underground lake, forcing
them to fight for survival and find
their way back above ground.

The Book of Boy
by Catherine Gilbert Murdock
JF Murdock
Bullied and marginalized because of
the hump on his back and his
tendency to talk to animals, Boy is a
servant to a pilgrim who takes him
on an expedition across Europe to
steal seven religious artifacts.

Max & the Midknights
by Lincoln Peirce
JF Peirce
Aspiring knight Max teams up with a
band of brave adventurers, the
Midknights, on a madcap quest to
save a kidnapped relative from a
cruel king who is driving all the
happiness out of Byjovia.

Knights vs. Dinosaurs
by Matt Phelan
JF Phelan
Uproarious knightly hijinks,
surprising secrets and terrifying
dinosaurs who face off against the
Knights of the Round Table.

The Extraordinary eTab of
Julian Newcomber

Children

by Michael Seese
JF Seese
When Grown-Up Julian traveled into
the past, he dropped his cell phone
on a battlefield. Now, Grown-Up
Julian needs Young Julian to help
him retrieve his cell phone before
the future is changed.

Adventure

I Survived the Battle of
D-Day, 1944
by Lauren Tarshis
JF Tarshis
A young person's firsthand witness
of the Normandy landings and the
Allied victory in World War II.

The Treasure of Mad
Doc Magee
by Elinor Teele
JF Teele
Jenny and Pandora, know that
finding a legendary gold nugget will
solve all their problems. But the way
is fraught with mysteries, riddles,
and danger--and those are
just the threats they know about.

Disaster, excitement,
intrigue, survival

The Race to Chimney
Rock
by Jesse Wiley
JF Wiley
A family makes the treacherous
journey to Chimney Rock along the
Oregon Trail, in a book where the
reader's choices determine the
outcome of the expedition.
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Forever Neverland
by Susan Adrian
JF Adrian
Clover and her autistic brother
Fergus learn they are descended
from Wendy Darling and set off for
Neverland, where Fergus discovers
the freedom of Peter Pan's world,
until the lagoon mermaids start to
go missing.

The Library of Ever
by Zeno Alexander
JF Alexander
Lenora discovers an ultimate library
containing every book in the
universe, and becomes an
apprentice librarian. She must tap
the library's infinite knowledge
about missions in space.

Running On the Roof of
the World

Samantha Spinner and
the Super-Secret Plans

by Jess Butterworth

by Russell Ginns

JF Butterworth
After her parents are arrested by
Chinese soldiers because of their
religious beliefs, Tash and her best
friend Sam travel from their home in
Tibet across the Himalayas to India
in order to seek the Dalai Lama.

JF Ginns
Feeling left out when her siblings
receive lucrative bequeathments
from their eccentric missing uncle,
Samantha begins to suspect an
ordinary umbrella is a clue.

Dreaming Dangerous
by Lauren DeStefano
JF DeStefano
At Brassmere Academy for the
Extraordinary, Plum and her best
friends share adventures in dreams
each night. When Artem disappears,
they discover alarming secrets
about Brassmere.

Thomas Wildus and the
Book of Sorrows

The Secret of Zoone

by J. M. Bergen

JF Fodi
Following an amazing blue-winged
tiger through a secret basement
door to a gateway to fantastical
other worlds, Ozzie is trapped in a
dark magical kingdom when his
portal back to Earth explodes.

JF Bergen
A strange man offers Thomas an
ancient text called the Books of
Sorrows, which leads Thomas to a
new world, where he has a name
and a destiny he never dreamed of.

24 Hours in Nowhere
by Dusti Bowling
JF Bowling
When Rossi loses her dirt bike while
rescuing him from a bully, Gus and
his friends go into Dead Frenchman
Mine to search for gold to buy a new
bike for Rossi before her big race.

by Lee Edward Födi

The Last Last-Day-ofSummer
by L. R. Giles
JF Giles
When two adventurous cousins
accidentally extend the last day of
summer by freezing time, they
discover that the secrets they find
hidden between the unmoving
seconds, minutes and hours are not
as much fun as expected.

Silver Batal and the Water
Dragon Races
by Kristin Halbrook
JF Halbrook
A young desert-dweller's dream of
becoming a water dragon racer
comes true when she befriends a
rare dragon that can both swim
and fly.

A Dastardly Plot
by Christopher Healy
JF Healy
An alternate-history adventure set in
1883 New York finds inventor Molly
and her brilliant mother Cassandra
looking for a way to exhibit Cass’
work at the World’s Fair, when they
discover a plot to destroy New York.

Dust Storm!
by Terry Lynn Johnson
JF Johnson
Separated from their group during a
sixth-grade geocaching trip, Jen and
her mortal enemy, Martin, are
caught in a dust storm in the desert
near Las Cruces, New Mexico.

